Abstract. Priority is a frequently used feature of many computational systems. In this paper we study the expressiveness of two process algebras enriched with different priority mechanisms. In particular, we consider a finite (i.e. recursion-free) fragment of asynchronous CCS with global priority (FAP, for short) and Phillips' CPG (CCS with local priority), and we contrast their expressive power with that of two non-prioritised calculi, namely the π-calculus and its broadcast-based version, called bπ. We prove, by means of leader-election-based separation results, that there exists no encoding of FAP into π-Calculus or CPG, under certain conditions. Moreover, we single out another problem in distributed computing, we call the last man standing problem (LMS for short), that better reveals the gap between the two prioritised calculi above and the two non prioritised ones, by proving that there exists no parallel-preserving encoding of the prioritised calculi into the non-prioritised calculi retaining any sincere (complete but partially correct, i.e., admitting divergence or premature termination) semantics.
Introduction
Priority is a frequently used feature of many computational systems. Highpriority processes dispose of more central processing unit time in workstations, or preempt the execution of low priority processes through hardware/softwaredriven interrupt mechanisms. In order to model such systems, many basic process algebras have been enriched with some priority mechanisms (see, e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] ). Priority is also implicitly used in many stochastic process calculi, where immediate actions take precedence over timed actions (see, e.g., [6, 7, 8] , or where actions are equipped with an explicit priority level (e.g., [9] ).
In this paper we investigate the expressiveness of priority in (untimed) concurrent systems, in order to delineate the expressive power gained by the addition of priority and to compare the relative expressive power of different priority mechanisms, by studying a couple of problems in distributed systems.
According to the classification in [4] , the basic priority mechanisms reported in the literature can be divided into two main groups: those based on global priority (see, e.g., [10, 3] ) and those based on local priority (see, e.g., [2, 5] ). The difference is motivated by the scope of the priority effects on the system: in the case of global priority, a high-priority action is able to preempt any other low-priority action in the system, so that only higher priority processes are allowed to evolve. In the case of local priority, this effect is limited to the location of the process, where a location can be thought as a site on a distributed system and may be represented by the scope of some name or the guarded choice between actions with different priorities. An example may be helpful in showing the difference between the two. Consider the system S composed of five processes S ≡ a.P a.Q 1 where the sum operator represents the usual choice between different actions, output actions are overlined and high-priority actions are underlined. According to the semantics of CCS sg (CCS with a global notion of priority) and CCS sl (CCS with local priority) reported in [4] , the processes a.Q 1 + b.Q 2 and b.R are ready to perform a high-priority action on channel b. In CCS sg semantics this action is forced to happen before any other low priority transition in S, while in CCS sl semantics, the action b only preempts the execution of the action a, so that the synchronisation on c of the last two processes may even happen first. In other words, with a global priority notion the only possible internal transition of the system S is
S → a.P Q 2 R c.T 1 + d.T 2 c.V
while in presence of local priority also the evolution S → a.P a.Q 1 + b.Q 2 b.R T 1 V can happen. In both cases only the reaction on channel a is preempted.
As a basic representative for a calculus with global priority, we consider in this paper a very minimal fragment, we call FAP, of CCS [11] (without restriction and recursion, with asynchronous communication), enriched with static priority and global preemption (like in CCS sg reported in [4] ) where only the prefix operator on inputs is present and the asynchronous output is characterised by the possibility of assigning different priority to the outgoing messages.
As a representative for a calculus with local priority, we consider in this paper Phillips' CCS with priority guards (CPG for short) [5] .
Moreover, we consider two well-known unprioritised calculi, namely the π-calculus [12, 13] and its broadcast-based version bπ-Calculus [14] , that will be compared with the two prioritised calculi above.
The two problems in distributed systems we will use to distinguish the expressive power of these four calculi are the leader-election problem [15] , already used to study expressiveness gap between, e.g., synchronous and asynchronous π-calculus [16] , and an apparently new problem we have called the last man standing problem (LMS for short), consisting in the capability for processes of recognising the absence of other processes ready to perform synchronisations or input/output operations. In other words, the LMS problem is solvable if a process is able to check that it is the only one active in a network.
Contribution of This Paper
The first application of the leader election problem to the π-Calculus [16] allowed to observe the superior expressiveness of mixed-choice with respect to separatedchoice in the π-Calculus. Following the same approach many other separation results have been obtained, each one based on the capability or impossibility to solve the leader election under appropriate conditions. An adapted version was used in [14] to show that the broadcast-based bπ-Calculus, is more expressive than the standard π-Calculus provided with point-to-point communication primitives. The result is based on the idea that broadcast permits to solve the leader election problem even without any knowledge of the number of processes participating to the election.
The same approach was used in [5] to separate CPG from CCS and also from the π-Calculus by exploiting the broadcast-like power of preemption introduced by priority, while π-Calculus capability of creating new communication links between processes is exploited to prove the converse separation from CPG. This result is the only on the expressiveness of priorities in process algebras we are aware of.
In this paper we first analyse the expressiveness of global priority, in order to check if it can be proved to be more expressive than local priority as it would be natural expecting. In order to represent a global priority model we choose FAP, a fragment of CCS added with stratified, global priority (a slight variant of the CCS with static priority and global preemption, CCS sg studied in [4] ) where the only operator is the prefix on inputs, while the asynchronous output models the dispatch of messages with two different levels of priority: the delivery of high-priority messages is ensured to happen before that of low-priority ones.
We prove that this very simple language (deprived of synchronous communication, choice, recursion or replication and hence finite) consents to write programs capable of solving the leader election problem in any connected graph of processes without knowledge of the number of processes involved in the election.
By applying the idea used in [14, 5] we have as corollary that FAP cannot be distributively encoded into the π-Calculus, but we prove this to remain true also for partially correct encodings which introduce divergence or failure in their computations as consequences of livelocked or deadlocked conditions. This result can also be extended to the translations of bπ-Calculus and CPG into the π-Calculus, thus relaxing the encoding conditions already stated in [14, 5] .
Another consequence of the above leader election result in FAP is the impossibility of its encoding into CPG under uniformity and independence-preserving conditions, which constitutes the expected result on the expressiveness gap between global and local priority in the chosen process algebra framework. It is worth considering that the separation between these two prioritised languages and the π-Calculus is stronger than that between FAP and CPG themselves, which is a first hint on the expressive power of priority on both global and local approaches.
In order to strengthen the separation between prioritised and non-prioritised languages, we then introduce a new setting denoted as the last man standing problem. In this setting a bunch of n processes must realise if there is only one process participating to the LMS (and in that case, the only process would be the "last man standing"), i.e. understand if n = 1 or n > 1 in a distributed way. We prove that it is possible to solve the LMS both in FAP and CPG (but we claim that it is also possible within other priority approaches like [2, 4] ), while it is not possible in non-prioritised languages like the π-Calculus but also the bπ-Calculus. This result implies that there exist no distributed encodings of FAP and CPG into the bπ-Calculus, hence showing that the greatest expressiveness of priority does not derive from the broadcast-like power of preemption, but from the capability of processes to know if another process is ready to perform a synchronisation on some channel or not. In non-prioritised calculi it is possible to know if some process is ready to perform some synchronisation, but it is not decidable if, on the contrary, the condition does not hold. We show that in a distributed setting this simple capability is proper of priority (global or local, stratified or not) and cannot be obtained anyhow even if providing broadcast-like primitives and admitting divergent or deadlocked computations.
The above results are summarised in figure 1.
Structure of the Paper
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2 the four process algebras involved in the separation results are introduced and a brief explanation of their main features is given. Section 3 contains a short discussion and the formal definitions of the properties of an encoding. In Sect. 3.1 and 3.2 the leader election and LMS problems are formalised. In Sect. 4.1 and 4.2 the respective separation results are shown, then some conclusive remarks are reported.
Calculi
We introduce now the calculi of interest in this paper by giving their syntax and a short explanation of their functioning while for the respective semantics we refer to [18, 19, 14, 5, 17] for lack of space, except for FAP whose definition is comprehensive.
The π-Calculus
The π-Calculus [12, 13] is a derivation of CCS [11] where processes interact through synchronisation over named channels, with the capability of receiving new channels and subsequently using them for the interaction with other processes in order to model mobility.
Definition 1. Let N be a set of names on a finite alphabet, x, y, . . . ∈ N . The syntax of the π-Calculus is defined as
where: 0 represents the null process, x(y) expresses the capability of performing an input on the channel x and receiving a datum which is then bound to the name y; x y expresses the capability of sending the name y on the channel x; τ is the invisible, uncontrollable action; P Q represents the parallel composition of processes; !P stands for the unlimited replication of process P ; i∈I π i .P i represents the nondeterministic choice between several input / output communication capabilities, denoted also as π 1 .P 1 + π 2 .P 2 + . . .; (νx)P represents the scope restriction of the name x to process P . In order to define the observables of a π-Calculus process P , we introduce the notion of barb.
Definition 2. Let P be a π-Calculus process. P exhibits barb α, written P ↓ α, iff
Each barb α represents one action that P is immediately ready to perform. For a full treatment we refer to [18, 19] .
The bπ-Calculus
The bπ-Calculus [14] is a variant of the π-Calculus where the point-to-point synchronisation mechanism is replaced by broadcast communication. For example, while the π-Calculus program
S ≡ a b .P a(x).Q a(y).R a(z).T
can evolve in one step to a system like S 1
S → S 1 ≡ P Q{b/x} a(y).R a(z).T
where only one of Q, R, S is affected by the performed communication, in bπ-Calculus the system S directly evolves to S 2
where all the processes listening on channel a receive the broadcasted message.
Definition 3. Let N be a set of names on a finite alphabet, x, y, . . . ∈ N . The syntax of the bπ-Calculus is defined in terms of the following grammar
where α i ::= x(y) xy νyxy τ
As for the π-Calculus, we define the notion of barb in order to express the observable actions a bπ process is ready to perform.
Definition 4.
Let P be a bπ-Calculus process. P exhibits barb α, written P ↓ α, iff one of
is satisfied.
The original semantics is given in terms of a labelled transition systems: in order to simplify and uniform the notation, from now on we say that
For a detailed description of bπ-Calculus syntax and its semantics we refer to [14] for lack of space.
The CPG Language
The CPG language [5] derives from CCS with the addition of a local notion of priority over actions. Each action is guarded by a set of names representing the actions whose availability may prevent its execution. For example, the system S
may perform a synchronisation on channel a, but also on channel d because no action c is available. Instead a communication on b is not possible because it is prevented by the presence of the action a. We report the definition of barb for CPG in [17] .
Definition 5. Let N be a set of names on a finite alphabet, x, y, . . . ∈ N . CPG syntax is defined in terms of the following grammar
Definition 6. Let P be a CPG process. P exhibits barb α, written P ↓ α, iff
For a full treatment of the CPG language we refer to [5, 17] .
The FAP Language
As previously outlined, the FAP language is a slight variant of a minimal CCS sg fragment, that is CCS added with static, global priority [4] : by keeping FAP minimal the expressive power of global priority can be better isolated. Only two operators are present in FAP: parallel composition and prefix. The prefix operation is allowed only after input actions, so that the output can be considered asynchronous as for the asynchronous π-Calculus (see e.g. [16] ). Output actions are characterised by two priority levels, meaning that high priority output synchronisations are guaranteed to happen before low priority ones. As an example, consider the system
The processes a, a, b model messages which must be delivered to the processes listening on the appropriate channels: The message a has higher priority w.r.t. any other message in S and hence must be delivered before. Consequently the only possible transitions of S are
where the process receiving the message is nondeterministically chosen. After this transition, either a or b can finally be delivered. In order to simplify the notation, inputs lack any denotation of priority, but the results presented in this paper are completely independent of this design choice.
Definition 7.
Let N be a set of names on a finite alphabet, x, . . . ∈ N . FAP syntax is defined in terms of the following grammar
In order to keep it simple as well, we define FAP semantics in terms of a reduction system in the style of [18] .
Definition 8.
Structural congruence for FAP is the congruence ≡ generated by the following equations:
FAP operational semantics is given in terms of the reduction system described by the following rules:
Definition 10. For any process in FAP, the function fn is defined as
As for previous languages, we define the notion of barb.
Definition 11. A FAP process P exhibits barb α, written as
P ↓ α, iff -P ≡ x.Q R, α = x, or -P ≡ x R, α = x, or -P ≡ x R, α = x.
Proposition 1. FAP is not Turing-complete.
Proof. Every process P ∈ FAP terminates -FAP lacks any loop operator such as bang or recursion.
Encodings
In order to provide the results previously outlined, we now formalise the encoding conditions relevant for the expressiveness separation between languages. We first formalise the notion of observables of a program computation, in the style of [17] .
Definition 12. Let L be a process language and processes
A computation of a process P is the sequence of states P can reach during its execution. Each process P may present many different computations due to the nondeterminism intrinsic in concurrent calculi.
Definition 13. Let L be a process language with names in N and processes
Given a set of intended observables Obs ⊆ N , the observables of C are Obs(C) = {x ∈ Obs :
The observables of a computation C are the set of all the external interactions the process may perform in the states reached during the computation.
Some of the separation results are based on the topology of the network of processes: for example, the encoding impossibility of the π-Calculus into valuepassing CCS [16] is based on the hypothesis that the encoding does not increase the connection of the network, that is all the processes independent (not sharing free names) in the source language must remain independent after the encoding. The same criterion will be necessary to separate FAP and CPG.
Definition 14. Let L be a process language. Two processes P, Q ∈ L are independent if they do not share any free names, that is fn(P ) ∩ fn(Q) = ∅.
We now define the conditions an encoding may preserve, in the style of [17] .
-for every maximal computation C of P there exists a maximal computation C of P such that Obs(C) = Obs(C ); -for every maximal computation C of P there exists a maximal computation C of P such that Obs(C) = Obs(C );
weakly-observation-respecting if ∀P ∈ L,
-for every maximal computation C of P there exists a maximal computation C of P such that Obs(C) = Obs(C ); -for every maximal computation C of P there exists a maximal computation C of P such that Obs(C) ⊆ Obs(C );
renaming-preserving if for any permutation σ of the source names in L there
exists a permutation θ in L such that σ(P ) = θ( P ) and the permutations are compatible on observables, that is σ| Obs = θ| Obs ; 5. independence-preserving if ∀P, Q ∈ L, if P and Q are independent then P and Q are also independent.
The observation-respecting property is the minimal requirement that any reasonable encoding should preserve: it ensures that some intended observable behaviour is preserved by the translation. The weak variant of this condition admits encodings which introduce divergence or failure deriving from livelocks or deadlocks. Under certain conditions, like fairness or other hypotheses on scheduling or execution, the introduction of divergence or failure by the encoding may be tolerated [20, 21] because it would be guaranteed not (or very unlikely) to happen anyway. The distribution-preserving is a very important feature of an encoding in a concurrent framework: it implies its compositionality and above all it guarantees that the degree of parallelism of the translated system does not decrease.
The renaming-preserving property states that the encoding should not introduce asymmetries in the system, essential condition to preserve when impossibility results on problems such as the leader election are completely based on the symmetric topology of the network.
Independence-preserving represents the property of not increasing the connection of the network.
According to [16, 17] , a distribution-and renaming-preserving encoding is called uniform, and reasonable if it preserves the intended observables over maximal computations. We call sincere a weakly-observation-respecting encoding, which is complete but only weakly correct, in the meaning that it admits divergence or premature termination.
The Leader Election Problem
An electoral system represents the situation of a bunch of processes (modelling for example a set of workstations in a network) aiming at reaching a common agreement, i.e. deciding which one of them (an no other) is the leader. The modelling of the election problem in process algebras requires that the system composed of the network of processes will sooner or later signal unequivocally the result of the election on some channels ω i , which become consequently the observables of interest on the computations of the system.
Definition 16. Let L be a process language, and processes
P 1 , . . . , P k ∈ L. A network Net of size k, with k ≥ 1, is a system Net = P 1 . . . P k .
Definition 17. A network Net of size k is an electoral system if for every maximal computation
In order to keep notation simple, the definition of electoral system reflects the design choices kept in [16, 14, 5] which are based on the hypothesis that the system will never perform external interactions on channel which are not intended to be observable. As in [5, 17] , the winner process (the leader) is supposed to signal the outcome of the election, while all the other processes simply do nothing.
Some additional definitions are given in order to formalise the idea of connected network, in the style of [16] .
Definition 18.
A hypergraph of size k is a tuple H = N, X, t where N is a finite set of nodes, |N | = k, X a finite set of edges, and t : X → 2 N is a function which assigns to each x ∈ X a set of nodes, t(x) = {n 1 , . . . , n i }. Two nodes n 1 , n 2 ∈ N are neighbours if ∃x ∈ X : {n 1 , n 2 } ⊆ t(x).
Definition 19. Given a network
In a connected hypergraph each pair of nodes is connected by a sequence of hyperedges: Def. 20 concisely represents this condition. Nodes are directly connected by an edge in a fully connected hypergraph. We say that a network is (fully) connected if the associated hypergraph is (fully) connected.
The Last Man Standing Problem
The last man standing represents a very simple situation where a bunch of n processes in a fully connected network must realise if n = 1 or n > 1 in a distributed way. The possibility or impossibility to solve the LMS problem is based on the idea that in a given language L a process P may or may not know if another process Q is ready to perform some intended action on a given channel. Usually the only way P has to know the presence of Q is to try a synchronisation on it. Since the input (and often also the output) is blocking, P results blocked if the condition does not hold, or it follows another computation without knowledge on the presence of Q. The definition of LMS system follows.
where Obs = {y, n}.
The above definition implies that any LMS system is a fully connected network. It is possible to adapt the definition for not fully connected networks, in order to better exploit the scoping of local priorities and still the separation results based on LMS would hold.
Separation Results
The separation results previously outlined follow. We first give those based on the leader election, and then those based on the LMS problem.
Leader-Election-Based Separation Results
The bπ-Calculus and CPG were proved capable of solving the leader election in a fully connected network without knowledge of the number of processes. Here we show that in FAP this is possible in any (not only fully) connected network. Theorem 1. Let P 1 , . . . , P k be FAP processes, Net = P 1 · · · P k and H = N, X, t be the hypergraph of size k associated to Net. Let
. . .
where P i and P h are neighbours iff ∃j, l :
The following lemma [17] is needed to prove that the above results cannot be obtained without knowledge of the number of processes in the electoral system and also to show that the LMS problem is undecidable in the π-Calculus. As noted in [17] , it would also hold for any language having comparable semantics of the parallel operator, such as Mobile Ambients [22] . Next we state a similar but weaker result for the bπ-Calculus, which is also needed for the separation from FAP and CPG based on the LMS problem. 
The next theorem follows the idea in [14, 5] . As discussed for the definition of sincere semantics, here the condition on the preserved observables is weaker than those considered in [14, 5] but it is possible to relax them as well.
Theorem 2. There is no distribution-preserving and weakly-observationrespecting encoding of FAP into the π-Calculus.
Proof.
By theorem 1, Net 1 = P 1 , Net 2 = P 2 and Net 12 = P 1 P 2 are electoral systems. Let · be a weakly-observation-respecting and distributionpreserving encoding of FAP into the π-Calculus. Hence P 1 has a maximal computation C 1 with observables Obs(C 1 ) = ω 1 , because of the weaklyobservation-respecting condition. But also P 2 has a maximal computation C 2 with observables Obs(C 2 ) = ω 2 .
So we have, for the distribution-preserving property,
By lemma 1, Net 12 has a maximal computation C 12 with observables {ω 1 , ω 2 } ⊆ Obs(C 12 ), not included in the set of observables of any maximal computation of Net 12 , which contradicts · being weakly-observation-preserving.
Theorem 3. There is no uniform, observation-respecting and independencepreserving encoding of FAP into CPG.
Proof. (sketch) By theorem 1, it is possible to solve in FAP the leader election in any symmetric ring. The impossibility result is then the same proved for the encoding of the π-Calculus into CPG [17] . It is worth remarking that while the separation between π-Calculus and CPG derives from the capability of communicating new names proper of the π-Calculus, the separation between FAP and CPG is a strict consequence of the different scope of priority in the two languages.
LMS-Based Separation Results
In this section the separation results based on the last man standing problem are formalised. First we show that both in FAP and CPG the LMS can be solved, and then from this expressive capability we derive the impossibility of encoding FAP or CPG into π-Calculus or bπ under distribution and weak preservation of observables hypotheses. 
Lemma 4. Let P be a CPG process,
The following is an alternative way w.r.t. theorem 2 to prove the separation between FAP and π-Calculus and act as a template for the next theorems.
Theorem 4. There is no distribution-preserving and weakly-observationrespecting encoding · of FAP into the π-Calculus.
Proof. Suppose · is distribution-preserving and weakly-observation-respecting. By lemma 3 ∃P : Net k is a LMS system for any k ≥ 1, where Net k = P . . . P . By the weakly-observation-respecting condition, Net 1 has a computation C 1 with observables Obs(C 1 ) = {y}. By the distribution-preserving condition
By lemma 1 then there exists a maximal computation C k of Net k such that Obs(C 1 ) = {y} ⊆ Obs(C k ), while no computation of Net k contains observable y for k ≥ 2, which contradicts the weakly-observation-respecting property of the encoding function · .
Theorem 5. There is no distribution-preserving and weakly-observationrespecting encoding of CPG into the π-Calculus.
Proof. By lemma 4 exactly like for theorem 4.
Theorem 6. There is no distribution-preserving and weakly-observationrespecting encoding of FAP into the bπ-Calculus.
Proof. By lemmas 2 and 3, exactly like for theorem 4.
Theorem 7.
There is no distribution-preserving and weakly-observationrespecting encoding of CPG into the bπ-Calculus.
Proof. By lemmas 2 and 4, exactly like for theorem 4.
Conclusion
We have considered FAP, a finite fragment of CCS added with global priority, and we have proved, by means of leader-election-based separation results, that it is not possible to encode it into CPG under uniformity and independencepreserving conditions on the encoding, thus providing the first expressiveness separation result between global and local priority within a process algebra framework. We have then proved that FAP cannot be distributively translated into the π-Calculus even if allowing partially correct implementations, i.e. encodings which may introduce divergence in computations or also premature termination caused by deadlock. We have then analysed another setting, called last man standing (LMS) problem which allows to considerably strengthen the separation between prioritised (with both global or local priority) languages and non prioritised ones, by showing that even if we equip the language with broadcast-based primitives like the bπ-Calculus, the expressiveness of priority cannot be obtained under parallelpreserving conditions.
In conclusion we have showed that, within the context of the process algebras considered here, it is not possible to have a distribution-preserving encoding of neither global nor local priority in non-prioritised languages even if we admit asymmetric translations or divergence/failure in the computation as a consequence of livelocks or deadlocks. This impossibility result does not depend on the capability of communication of names or values, synchrony or asynchrony of the output, scope extrusion, choice on the available input/outputs, recursion or replication, point-to-point or broadcast communication/synchronisation type, but depends only on the power of instantaneous preemption characteristic of the prioritised languages considered in this paper. As a consequence we can see that it is not possible any purely distributed implementation of such kinds of priority on top of standard process calculi even if admitting good or randomised encodings like those considered in [20, 21] for the implementation of the choice operator. The strength of the separation suggests also that any encoding trying to preserve some relaxed condition on the distribution may be affected by severe performance issues due to the further synchronisations needed to preserve the constraint of instantaneous preemption.
As future work we plan to analyse process algebras equipped with noninstantaneous priority (in the style of the expressiveness study on PrioLinCa [23] ) i.e. languages where the effect of preemption is not immediate, in order to better characterise the expressive power of preemption and to identify prioritised constructs easier to implement in a parallel, if not distributed, framework.
